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Bill Wechter

Cindy Lesleter shouts tq • group of students Tuesdey on the , . , north of the
Student (Inion Building. Her.8ermon concerned dNth end demnetlon. Some of her

.

Dill Wechter

eudience wes quite emu8ed by the mesuge. "SIIten Is the ftlther of most of ths
students et this university," she aid,

UNM GrOOk Week To Feature 4 Social Service Projects
Kathy Erekson

The University of New Mexico's
Greek community is celebrating its
Annual Greek Week through
Saturday and will feature four
social service projects to involve the
entire UNM community.
According to Frank Fanelli,
UNM's Interfraternity Council
president, proceeds from the social
service projects will benefit various
community organizations and
causes.
A blood drive will be held from 9
a.m. until 4 p.m. today at the

Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity
house, r7os Mesa 'Vista NE.,
Fanelli encouraged aU UNM
students, faculty and staff to
participate in the drive and said the
blood will be donated to the United
Blood Services.
A spOkesman for United Blood
Services, Don Keller, said last
year's donation totaled 125 pints of
blood. Another spokesman for the
Blood Services center, Bob
Marquez, said the center is in
critical need of blood types "B
positive" and uo negative." Fanelli
said the o·reeks are optimistic that

t)lis year's blood donations will

exceed 12S~pints: " "' · -

•

Tonigtit ·wi.ll feature another
social service project, also open to
the public. Entitled "Greek Sing,"
the evening will feature eight
fraternities and sorprities who will
each sing one sPng from the
BrPadway musical "Annie," and
anothetselection from the 1930s.
Fanelli said proceeds from the
event will benefit KNME television
station. He said each sorority and
fraternity paid a $15 entry fee to
participate in the presentation.
Tickets for "Greek Sing" can be

purchased at the Student Activities
Office in the StJB, at the Kappa
Kappa Gamma Sorority House and
the Highland Auditorium door,
4700 Coal Ave. SE tonight. Ticket
prices ate $2 for adults and $1.50
for children. All children under six
willbeadmitted free,

Fraternity House, 1801 Mesa Vista
NE.
He said the event involves
various gambling activities and all
proceeds will be donated to the
Child Care Co•op. He said $1 will
be charged at the door.
Poker chips, which Will be sold at
the event, Fanelli said, are required
The third social service project in order to participate in the
sponsored by the University's gambling .activities. He said the
Greek community of about 800, is person holding the m()stchips at the
the annual 11 Monte Carlo Night.''
end of the night will receive prizes
Fanelli said the event is open to donated by the Miller Brewing Co.
the public and will take place at
"The Greeks urge everyone to
continued on page 3
7:30 p.m. at the Phi Gamma Delta

Returning Students Survey Must Be Returned by Friday
Kathy Erekson

If you. are one of almost 2000
students who received a surveyquestionnaire from the Returning
Students Association, you have
until 2 p.m. Friday 10 return the
form to the Association's office
downstairs in the Student Union
Building, an RSA spokeswoman
said.
The RSA has received more than
43 percent of the recently mailed
student ..surveys, designed to assess
the needs and desires of UNM
students over the age of 25, Laura
dreen, chairman of the RSA
Steering Committee, said.

She said the results of the survey
will, for the first time, provide
documentation reflecting the needs,
desires and academic concerns of,
what she called, "the silent
majority at UNM.''
UNM, Green said; ·is confronted
with a significant non-traditional,
older student population, whose
needs are probably much different
than those of the younger,
traditional college student.
dreen said tnat through the
survey, the RSA is attempting to
document specific requirements to
be compiled for its future lobbying
efforts with the University administration for new and improved

The anonymous RSA survey also
services as determined by the
has a blank page reserved for
results.
The survey addresses personal student's additional comments,
experiences, attitudes, perceptions which, Green said, will be copied
and priorities regarding student and forwarded to the appropriate
services,
faculty
relationships individuals who will have all opregarding student's age and sex;
possible academically-facilitative
programs such as academic credit
for work experience, "weekend
college" degree programs, tutoring
experiences and requirementsj
child·care service requirements and
specific
demographic surveys
regarding age, sex, income, number
of household dependents, class·
A district judge has denied a
level and credit hour enrollment request from former University of
data.
New Mexico assistant basketball
coach Manny doldstein for a new
ttial.
Judge W. John Brennan said
Monday he doubted that a secret
UNM audit report cited by
attendance record was 20,000 Goldstein's attorney as evidence
people and the area was not that would prove his client's inequipped to handle that many nocence would "make much
difference to a jury.''
people.
Goldstein was convicted in
''We don't know ifthey'll be able
to see the landing,'' lie said. "We August 1981 of one count of fraud
can put extra bathrooms out there, and one courtt of filing a false
voucher as a means of defrauding
but, ador water, there isn't any."
State Police Capt. Jim Syling of the university of $684. He was
Alamogordo said he also expects a acquitted on four other counts.
Brerman said information in the
lot of problems if that many people
try to park around the sand dunes audit, which came to light about a
month after Goldstein's trial, had
or along Interstate 10.
"We'll have aU kinds of little to do with his case.
However,
the
attorney
co,Uinued on psge 3

Shuttle Watchers Worry Officials
WHlTE SANDS {UPI). ~
Officials worried Tuesday about
how to . cope with SO,OOO people
expected to jam a national park and
highways around the White Sands
Missile Range in hopes of seeing the
space shuttle Columbia land.
The shuttle is scheduled to land
Monday on a 7·mile long white
gypsum runway on the remote
desert missile range.
Because the Columbia's primary
runway is on the top secret Army
missile testing range, NASA did not
invite the public to view the historic

third landing of the winged orbiter.
Although the base is restricted,
Interstate 70 crosses it and White
Sands National Monument is
situated .in the middle of the
facility. Officials said they expect
the crowds to gather at the park and
along the highway.
National
Park
Service
superintendent Don Harper
predicted a crowd of 50,000 would
try to get a glimpse ofthe Columbia
returning front space from vantage
~Joints at the national monument.
Harper said the park's one-day

portunity to review and enact policy
where necessary.
"The administration at UNM
really wants to serve the older
students the best way that they can,
continued on psgs 3

Goldstein Retrial Rejected
By District Judge Brennan
representing John Whisenant,
another assistant coach charged
with defrauding the University,
credits evidence from the audit with
convincing the jury to acquit his
client on 12 counts of fraud and
filing false vouchers.
Goldstein, Whisenant and
former head basketball coach
Nornt Ellenberger all were charged
following an investigatiort into the
UNM basketball program that
turned up allegations of misuse of
University funds, altered tran~
scripts · for players and other
irregularities.
The UNM basketball program
received a two-year probation from
the National .Collegiate Athletic
Ass·ociation. Ellenberger was
convicted of21 counts of fraud and
filing false public vouchers in the
case.

J,t
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World News

-Greek-----------

by United Press International

continued from page 1

come out for this event. 'Monte
Carlo. Night' has always been one
of the favorite events during Greek
Week, and this way the Child Care
Co-op benefits • from our good
time," Fanelli said.
"BACCHUS" will be held for
the first time at the University
Saturday, he said. A national
organization, Fanelli said the name
actually means "Boost Alcohol
Consciousness Concerning Health
of University Students.'' He said
the speaker session will feature a
UNM psychologist, a mixologist, a
spokesman from the New Mexico
Beverage Co. who will discuss
wines, and an attorney· who will
discuss the legal liabilities and
ramifications of alcohol and its
.abuse.

Guatemala President Ousted by Dissident Army Officers
CITY
GUATEMALA
Dissident army officers ousted
President Romeo Lucas Garcia
Tuesday in a coup backed by tanks,
planes and hundreds of soldiers.
They immediately named a new
fivc-nuUl military junta, an army
spokesmen said.
Lucas Garcia, himself an army
general, surrendered at the
pr~sidcntial
palace, which was
rioged by tanks and troops armed
with submachine guns and
bazookas, a rebel spokesman said.
The candidate of his ruling party,
Gen. Angel Anibal Guevara,
narrowly won the March 7 balloting
that his three civilian opponents
claimed was rigged. Guevara was to
take office July I. Two days after
the election, the army and police
used tear gas to disperse 1000

protesters In the capital and briefly
detained the losing candidates.
The whereabouts of the
president-elect, the president or his
brother who headed the army, was
not known. There were reports
Guevara was vacationing In Miami
at the time of the coup.
Though it was not clear how
many members of the army took
part, the scale of the uprising and
the seizure of the national palace,
the congress, the .election registry,
radio stations and other facilities
Indicated the dissident forces
represent a sizeable faction of the
18,000-man army.
Jaime Rabanales, who remained
as spokesman for the army under
the new junta, said, "The army has
firm control of the entire country."
Firefights reportedly erupted

A COMPLETE LINE OF READY MADE FRAMES

1f2 PRICE SALE
on all METAL FRAMES

through March 31
Open Mon·Sat 9am·5:30pm
3101 Central. Ave NE 265·0959
~9 Menaul Blvd NE 299·0959

HAIRCUTS
for only

$2.50
3215 Central NE

266·4900
no appointment necessary.
OPEN: Mon- Sat

9am • Spm

Instructors
Jess Trujillo and Gene Varoz
All work done by students.

between army units in the provinces
and the capital where a radio
broadcast by the rebels ordered,
"Come out with your hands up,
one by one" to those still inside the
palace. "We don't want to hurt
you."
In another transmission, the
rebels said, "The capital is under
control."
There were no official reports on
what happened to Lucas Garcia,
but one report said he and his
brother, army chief of staff Gen.
Bendicto Lucas Garcia, were both
hustled out of the country on a
plane.
The rebels, who identified
themselves as the "Young Officers
Movement" and reportedly back a
far-right opposition party defeated
in March 7 elections, called for the
formation of a junta and appealed
for public support.
"We are not moved by any
ambition of power ... We are
calling for a junta. To the people of
Guatemala we ask that they keep

calm and to stay in their homes.
"To the police forces who are yet
at the servkes of the corruption, we
order them to to submit to the order
of the new government."
Army tanks and hundreds of
troops armed with bazookas and
submachine guns moved into
Guatemala City's central plaza at
about 11 a, m. and quickly
surrounded the presidential
residence, the national palace, the
congress, and the e!ecti.on registry,
witnesses said.
The airport and radio station also
were seized by troops.
With two cannons trained on the
national palace windows and
helicopters hovering overhead,
soldiers moved into the government
building and ordered everyone to
leave, they said.
As crowds of Guatemalans
watched from nearby rooftops,
more army troops took over the
congressional building and forced
legislators to leave.
But Guatemalan radio said a

Inflation Slows to 3% in February
WASHINGTON Inflation
slowed dramatically in February to
an annual rate of 3 percent as
consumer costs dipped further for
gasoline, new cars and mortgages,
the government reported Tuesday.
The combined inflation rate for
January and February was the
lowest for any two-month period
since the spring of 1976, the Labor
Department said,
Several leading analysts predicted
further improvement in March perhaps to zero inflation.
In another encouraging report,
the department said the real earnings of Americans went up l .9
percent in February - the most of
any month since the government
began computing inflation-adjusted
income in 1964.
The Consumer Price Index for
February provided the best news yet
in the series of shrinking inflation
numbers that began in October. At
a montllly rate, it went up a scant
0.2 percent after seasonal adjustment even less than
January's 0.3 percent monthly
increase.
The department said tlle
February rate repeated for an entire
year would be 3 percent,
The world oil glut, which lowered
gasoline prices by 2.3 percent
during last month alone, and the

slack market for new cars, which
brought down their prices by 0.8
percent, were major influences.
But the recession, which has
made it hard for retailers to mark
up prices, also was a big factor. For
example, in Detroit, with its high
rate of auto industry unemployment, the inflation rate ac•
tually declined by 1.1 percent, the
department said.
The White House welcomed the
"good news" on inflation. But a
spokesman said President Reagan is
still mystified why interest rates
have not followed the inflation rate
down.
Deputy Press Secretary Larr~·
Speakes said the president "hopes
the money markets will see what we
are trying to do • . . cut the
budget and cutinflation.''
The Consumer Price Index for
February, before seasonal adjustment, was 283 .4, a price level of
$283.40 for the government's
sample "market basket" of goods
and services that costS 100 in 1967.
A leading specialist on the price
indexes, Georgia State University
economist Donald Ratajczak,
correctly forecast the February
figure and said the March figure
could be zero - a temporary
respite from increasing prices.
The government's wholesale

The multi-media presentation that stunned
audiences at over 400 campuses!

Monday
l\farch 29
1:OOpm
Woodward Hall
Students $1.00, General Public $2.00
Sponsored by the ASUNM Speakers Committee

firefight broke out between troops
in and outside the military base in
Quetzaltenango, the nation's
second largest city 43 miles west of
the capital,
Heavy fighting also was reported
south of the capital, indicating
there was some resistance to the
army coup.
"This movement has and has to
have the backing of all levels of
workers,
peasants
society,
students,
businessman,
in:
dustrialists and everyone from all
sectors. United we have returned
tranquility
and
authentic
democracy to Guatemala," the
rebel statement said.
The rebels reportedly were
supporters of the far-right National
Liberation
Movement,
whose
presidential
candid<!te,
Mario
Sandoval Alarcon, was defeated in
the March 7 elections th!\t drew
opposition charges of voting fraud.
Lucas Garcia was scheduled to
turn power over to Gen. Guevara
on July 1.

Tickets available at the door

price index for February did better
than that, going down by 0.1
percent.
Grocery store prices rose 0.6
percent in February, the same as the
increase for overall food and
beverage prices. Fruits and
vegetables shot up 1.6 percent for
the month, still affected by severe .
weather earlier in the year.
Pork and eggs also increased
sharply in price but beef and
poultry got less expensive.
The jump in real earnings, which
compared to a sharp 1.5 percent
decline in January, was seen as a
benefit of both · the moderating
inflation rate and improved
weather.

Columbia Loses
About 36 Tiles
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. About three dozen insulation tiles
were knocked off the space shuttle
Columbia during launch, but a
mission specialist said Tuesday "we
do nat anticipate. any problem"
with completion of the seven-day
flight and a safe landing.
Astronauts Jack Lousma and
Gordon Fullerton first noticed
same missing tiles on the craft in a
visual inspection early Tuesday,
then spotted more in two television
scans ofthe nose.
In an early-evening briefing at
mission control in Houston, deputy
shuttle project director Tom Moser
said about a dozen more tiles
probably are mtssmg from
Columbia's tail sections, based on
films of the takeoff and debris
found an the launch pad.
But Moser emphasized that
neither area is subjected to the
extreme heat of re-entry, and "we
do not anticipate any problems
because of losing these tiles.''
At about the time Moser was
speaking, another problem cropped
up as the shuttle circled the Earth
for the 23rd time. Fullerton
reported that one of the latches on
the doors that cover Ute payload
bay jammed during a test to see if
the temperature they had been
subjected to for most of the day
had caused any warping.

Where clllf I go if I want
information on services for the
handicapped? Affirmative Action
Office, 1700 Las Lomas NE, x
5251.

Fanelli said the Greeks would.
especially like to invite all student
organizations to the session, which
will take place at the Phi Gamma
Delta Fraternity Hause, 1801 Mesa
Vista NE, from 11:00 a.m. until
2:00 p.m. He said a one-hour lunch
break is scheduled for those attending.
Saturday evenir.g the Greeks will
attend the annual Greek Week
Awards dinner-dance which will be
held at the Sheraton Old Town. Inn.
Among the awards to be
presented are: Greek Service
Awards, which are awarded to
6reek members for outstanding
srvice to
the community;
Scholarship awards to individuals
and chapters; Philanthropic
trophies, awarded for outstanding
service to community projects and

org;1nizations; The President's
awards, awarded to the outstanding
sorority and fraternity chapters,
an~ are ba.sed on scholarship,
phtlanthrpptc projects, Rush
events, and alumni relations; Greek
Man and Greek Woman awards ·
which are nominated by all of th;
chapters and whose final decision
rests with the campus fraternity and
sorority advisors, Fanelli said, The
Greek Week Participation Trophy
will also be awarded to one
fraternity and sorority for outstanding participation.
Fanelli said the Greek Week
Participation Trophy is based on a
point system, and the sorority and
fraternity that accumulates the
most number of points for various
ticket
sales, blood drive referrals
and participation wins the award.

-Survey~-------------------Joe CllV8(t:Hil
I

'

l
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colltinued from p11ge 1

but they just don't know enough
about them - this is an attempt to
help them help us," she said.
The University has re-structured
its Adult Re-entry Committee
during the past year, Nancy
Magnuson, who serves on that
committee and is the director for
School Relations and Prospective
Student Services, said.
She said M;uvin D. "Swede"
Johnson, vice president for student
affairs, development and <!lumni
relations, requested that the
committee formalize itself and
submit appropriate proposals to the
President's Advisory Council.
Magnuson said although she
could not detail the numerous items
on that proposal, she said the RSA
survey results will be reviewed and
applied to support and negate the
committee's proposals where
appropriate.
Magnuson said the survey's
results will be instrumental in her
attempts to address the significant
issues identified by the sampled
students in University publications
direct~d at that population.
"RSA is seen by the committee as
a student advisory committee
whose interests are parallel in
identifying the needs and concerns
of the older students on campus,"
she said.
Director
of
Institutional
Research, Richard Cady, who is
working with the RSA to compile
and evaluate the raw data, indicated that the results would be

-Watchers-

available for analysis in four to
eight weeks. ·
Cady said the survey results will
give the administration evidence
that they don't have and said such
departments as the School
Relations and Prospective Student
Services, the Provost's Office and
the Division of Student Affairs will
be particularly interested in the
results.
He said the survey will be used to
effect policy for recruiting purposes, academic and advisement
programs, financial aid, career
plann!ng and child-care.
The sample, Cady said, was
taken from UNM's population of
10,600 students over the age of 25
by Sept. 1., 1980, excluding foreign
students and including graduate
students.
The survey's printing and
postage costs were funded by an
ASUNM appropriation of $976.
The computer entry and analysis
costs of $500 were donated by the
Dean of Students Office, the
lnstitutiom!l Research Office and
the Office of School Relations and
Prospective
Student Services,
Magnuson said.
Mimi Swanson, administrative
assistant to the chainnan of the
geology department, said she has
been active in the RSA survey
effort.
She said, "Nothing like this has
ever been done before. This will not
only effect change on this campus
but the RSA is attempting to shar~
the infonnation with other interested students on a national
level..
"Universities all over the country
will be reassessing the needs of their

students and regrouping academic
programs as a result of Reagan's
financial aid cut-backs which could
ultimately result in declining
enrollment into the 1990s," she
said.
Swanson said if students surveyed indicate that the reason they
returned to school was because
financial aid was available, then
administrators will have to implement alternate policy to accommodate their needs.
"The potential for this survey is
enormous as far as the future of
older students is concerned and the
administration is delighted that the
RSA has taken the initiative to
collect the data necessary to assess
the needs of the non-traditional
student," she said.
Swanson and Green agreed that
the survey's 43 percent return rate
is, "phenomenal.'' Cady agreed
that the response has been excellent. Green said the average
return rate on a survey of this
nature is between 15 lind 25 percent.
"This response at UNM is indicative of the student's interest in
having their opinions and e)(periences heard and documented,"
Swanson .said.
"I would like to thank the more
than 800 students who took the
time to fill out the surveys and
return them to our office," Green
said.

An? L. Ryan scans the want ads wh/111 h11r dog, Kw11l-Ch11ng, kHps
11 silent vigil.
·

(

GOLDEN INN
-presents-

Fabulous Th.underbirds
&

Planets

Where can I go if I want child care?
UNM Child Care Co-op, Mesa
Vista Hnll, x :!365.

--

Friday- March 26
- 8pm_Tickets $5.00
Students

1/2

Price

Show your ticket & SiudentiD at the door and V2 of the price
will be refunded. Tickets available at all Giani Ticket Outlets.
For more information call • 243·3208 or the Golden Inn -

281-9994.

Anyone who has lost or
misplaced their surveys can still
pick one up in the RSA office,
Room 24-C, iii the SUB basement
or call Laura Green, 277-6342, she
said.

Sid Sale.

continued from pllge 1

problems at the park and probably
along the road from Tularosa," he
said. Tularosa is a foothill community overlooking part of the
missile range to the west.
A number of area residents are
complaining about the military's
refusal to allow people near the
landing site, but Maj •. David
Olmsted, a spokesman for the
missile range, said it would be
physically impossible.
Olmsted said there were only two
roads into the landing area and no
facilities to accommodate large
crowds.
"Our response to the public is
that roads into the area can't
handle heavy traffic," Olmsted
said, "We're talking about 30 to 40
miles in and out again with minimal
services.
"Every gas station in the area
would be sold out of gas. They
couldn't support auch large
volumes. But traffic will be intense
along highway 70 whether we're
open or not."

,..

Sale Now In Progress!
Big reductions off
existing sale prices.

Sale
if ·you like 501 's
you will love 70t's
Shrink-to-fits
only

$16.99

2120 Central S.E. • 243·6954

each

lobo
men's
shop

This week only!

Best Bargains:
Powderhorn Down Parkas
50% off
Name brand Vests and Parkas
40% off

Reg. $150·160
Now $75·80
Reg. $65·131
Now $39-79

TRAK ATS Metal edged ski Reg.$140
40% off Now$84
TRAK Tremblant No-wax ski Reg. $110
Now$69
Rossignol Rondonee Metal edged Reg.$140
.ski Now$90
Rental skiis: were sale priced at $35-59
Now $20•45
Rental Boots were sale priced at $19·38
Now $10·28
Altra Kits 30%·50% Off

& RIVERS
2320 CENTRAL S.E. ==r,,.•.
268-4876, Mon·Frl10.f, Sat

Albuquerque, New Mexico 17106
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Forum
Life and Related Subjects
If you can possibly manage it, you should avoid
being a young person or a wheat farmer when the
presioent starts feeling international tension. Nine
times out of ten, when a president gets mad at the
Russians, he does something nasty to young people or
wheat farmers, a no sometimes both.
For example, when the Russians invaded
Afghanistan, President Jimmy Carter was so angry
that he ordered teenage American males to register for
the draft; told the U.
Olympic team it couldn't go to
the Olympics; and told farmers they couldn't sell
wheat to Russia. If you didn't know any better, you'd
have thought Afghanistan had been invaded by
teenage American wheat farmers, led by'the U.S.
Olympic team. I imagine that if Jimmy had been really
angry at the Russians, he would have had the Olympic
team lined up and shot.
But eventually everybody got bored with
Afghanistan. The Russians remained there; the far·
mers went back to selling them wheat; and the
Olympic athletes found occupations that are less
directly connected with international tension than,
say, the parallel bars. Jimmy went on to other pur·
suits, such as losing the election. But draft registration
continued.
When Ronald Reagan was campaigning for
president, he said he was dead set against peacetime
registration, on the grounds that in a free country the
government shouldn't go around forcing people to do
things. It turns out he was just kidding,
He recently decided to continue registration, using
the same logic that Jimmy did: Although at the
moment we are not technlca lly in a war with the
Russians, we could get into one any day, and if we do,
we could have our Army up to snuff six weeks faster if
we have the teenagers already registered. I see only
one minor flaw in this reasoning, which is that if we.
ever do get into a war with the Russians, we will
probably be. melted, teenagers and all, in the first half
hour or so, which would tend to disrupt the training
process.
Aside from that flaw, I think registration is a terrific
idea. When the national security is at stake, I think
everbody should be obligated to register, regardless of
age, sex, religion or occupation. The only exceptions
should be children, women and anybody else who is
not a teenage male.
Perhaps you're wondering why we single out
teenage males. Some people believe it's because
teenagers are the most physically fit, but that is
stupid. If physical fitness were the main reason, we

s.

by Dave Barry

would register professional athletes first. The truth is
that we register teenage males because:
•we always have.
•Many teenage males are sullen and snotty and
could use a little discipline.
'There are fewer of them than there are of us.
•If we tried to register older people, they would
write letters to their congressmen and hire sharp
lawyers, and we'd never be able to get anybody into
the Army.
So when we draft people, we always start with
teenage males. This means that the President, his
advisers and the members of Congress usually don't
get a chance to serve, but that Is one of burdens of
public office.
Many Army officials would like to .start drafting
teenagers right away, but unf011unately they don't
have any actual war going on at the moment, so
they're stuck with trying to get people to volunteer.
This is very difficult, because the Army is not generally
perceived as being a fun organization, Most people
think that the Army .is a place where you get up early
in the morning to be yelled at by people with sho.rt
haircuts and tiny brains.
The Army has been trying very hard to change its
image. It has produced a bunch of television commercials suggesting that it is really just a large
technical school, where everybody is happy and
nobody ever gets sent to wretched foreign countries
to get shot at. I think these commercials are on the
right track, but don't go far enough. I think they
should make the Army look more like it does on
MASH, where the characters have so much fun that
most oithem have remained in the Army for 10 years:
Hawkeye: Boy, war sure is awful, isn't it? Ha ha.
BJ Ha ha, it sure is . Say, I have an idea: Let's go
drink a bunch of martinis and flirt with attractive
nurses and play practical jokes on various stuffed
shirts, as we have every night since this series began.
Hawkeye: Ha ha. Good idea, BJ. But first Jet's fix
these wounded soldiers, who are a constant reminder
that war is an enormous waste of human life, although
fortunately the major characters never get killed.
BJ Haha.
If the Army commercials were more like MASH, I
think lots of teenagers would want to enlist. In fact, I
think just about everbody would want to enlist, for a
chance to pal around with Alan Aida. The Army would
have all the people it would need, and everything
would be swell - unlesS, of course, we got into an
actual war. Then we'd have to turn things over to the
teenage males.

Letter

'Intellectual Taxidermy' Useless
Editor:
I read "Academia Needs Fly-Check," the March 9th
Commentary by Margaret White and D. Scott Wilson,
in which they pointed out that "the ability to devour
and regurgitate the contents of textbooks does not
always entail the ability to apply that knowledge
outside the ivory tower."
Their comment caused me to recall the words of

Benzion Kagnoff:
"Education which is simply intellectual taxidermy the scooping out of the mind and the stuffing in of
facts - that kind of education is worthless. The
human mind is not a deep freeze. for storage; the
human mind is a forge for production."
Arthur H. Prince.

DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau
NliARi-'1
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Wendy Lloyd

Letter

Action Necessary
Editor:
"We Are The Future" is not the hollow statement or empty
rhetoric of emotional students. It is a fact. The future of this. country
depends directly on the quality of the education its young people
receive today.
On National Student Action Day, 7000 students came to
Washington to deliver this message to Congress. It was an overwhelming success with five times as many students showing up this
year than the year before. National Student Action Day attracted
national media attention, with the N.Y. Times reporting that "The
student aid reductions have emerged as the top issue among
constituents.'' The response of Congress to the students concerns
was especially receptive.
B.ut the battle has just begun. It is time to bring home the spirit of
Nat1onal Student Action Day, Congress will be breaking for their
spring recess Apri11-14. Members will return to their districts and
address the concerns of their constituents. It will be the perfect
opportunity for students to diive home the mes5age that they will
not accept the Reagan regressive stance on civil rights for
minorities, women and the handicapped.
During these two weeks, regional and local efforts by various
student action groups will concentrate on the issue of access to
education. These groups will initiate a series of actions this spring
and summer aimed at increased student awareness and electoral
clout.

(3! To stop all legislative and administrative attempts to weaken
affirmative action and equal opportunity laws and statutes, including
Titles 6, 9 and Section504.

. . During t~e first tw~ .weeks of April, and especially Aprll .s,
wtll be orgamzmg a series of actions and events ill opposition to the proposed cuts in student financial aid.
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The two speakers will face a
panel consisting of Pa.trick
McNamara, associate professor of
sociology; Peter Lupsha, associate
professor of political science; Joel
Jones, professor of American
studies and associate provost for
academic affairs and reporter
Elaine Zimba from KOB-TV. Panel
moderator is Harold R,hodes,
associate professor of political
ocience.

Hoffman and Liddy will be as lied
questions concerning the nuclear
arms race, the role of the CIA and
the American military in Central
America, U.S. foreign policy anc!
related issues. The debate is
scheduled to last an hour and a half
with time for questions from the
audience.
Liddy, who has been called both
brilliant and dangerous, spent four-

and-a-half years in federal prisons
for the 1972 Watergate break-in of
the Democratic Nationa.l Committee headquarters in Washington.
Now disbarred, he has turned to
writing and lecturing.
Hoffman has been a community
organizer and activist for 20 years.
His causes include the civil rights
movement in Mississippi, the
Vietnam War, and most recently,

environmental work to protect the
St. Lawrence River.
He was a member of the Chicago
7, who Were tried for charges
stemming from events at t.he 1968
Den10cratic National Convention.
For nearly seven years, Hoffman
was underground until his
emergence last September. He is
currently facing a possible life
sentence for a cocaine arrest.

the concept of motivation and on
ways to motivate subordinates.
"Leadership Styles and Skills"
will be the topic April 6 in a.
workshop led by Dr. John Cantwell. Topics include leadership
styles - how to assess and improve
them - and the dimensions of
leadership.
Cantwell is
a
management consultant,
''Improving
Communication
Effectiveness" will be the
workshop offered April 7 and

Ch&nge and Conflict." Among the Management Development Center
topics to be explored are the at UNM, said the five programs are
relationship between change and desijlned for all managers,
conflict and how to use conflict regardless of the type of
constructively
within
an organization they represent.
organization.
Participants should have direct or
The final workshop in the series indirect supervisory responsibilities
will be April 9 and will deal with for other managers and/ or
"Coaching, Counseling and supervisors.
Appraising
Employees."
The
Each workshop will be held from
instructor will be Mike Toyzan, 8:30 to 5 p.m. at the Sheraton Old
training
coordinator
for Town Inn. Participants may select
management development with as many of the workshops as they
Albuquerque Federal Savings and desire to attend. Fees will be
determined accordingly.
Loan.
The workshop will emphasize
To enroll in any of the
individual growth and develop- workshops, or for more inment, coaching, counseling and formation,
contact
the
appraising techniques and action Management Development Center
through the UNM School of
tightening resources and spiraling planning and strategies.
John Warner, director of the Management, 277-2525.
health care costs.
Dr. T. Zane Reeves, the director
of the division, says Muller will be
able to apply her Hawaiian experience to New Mexico.
"Both New Mexico and Hawaii
are .multi-cultural slates and they
have many of the same health care
problems,'' he said.
Reeves says the division chose
Muller because she fulfilled the
requirements for the position with a
better balance than the other three
finalists.
"We wanted a scholar and a
person who has been published. We
Dept. of Navy is offering $1 ,000 per month
also needed someone with the
scholarships for exceptional students to comability to teach and who has some
community experience," Reeves
plete their college degree. REQUIREMENTS:·
said.
under 27 years old, 3.0 GPA, one year Calculus
"Helen was our first choice," he
and
Physics. BENEFITS: $3,000 up front and
added. "She has a good track
$1,000 per month to complete college studies. 1
record in Hawaii and she came to us
with high recommendations.''
year graduate level studies in nuclear engineerThe Division of Public
ing offered. Excellent benefits.
Administration also will be
Call (505) 766·3895 (collect).
choosing new faculty members for
criminal justice adminstration and
energy administration sometime
this semester.

taught by Dr. Carolyn Mills, a
certified clinical psychologist and
organizational consultant.
She will· help participants understand the manager's role in the
communication process and help
them identify barriers and blocks to
effective communication. Emphasis
also will be on developing better
communication skills.
Dr. Robert Rehder, a School .of
Management professor, will lead a
workshop April 8 on "Managing

New Professor Joins Health Field

stu~~nts
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G. Gordon Liddy, the mastermind of the Watergate break-in,
and Abbie HoffmM, the Yippie
leader and political activist of the
1960s, will debate each other April
30 at 7 p.m. in Johnson Gym at the
University of New Mexico.
Tickets for the ASUNMsponsored event cost $4 for
students, $5 for the general public
and $6 for reserved seating on the
floor.
·

The series will begin April 5 with
a workshop on "Motivation
Techniques and Effectiveness." Dr.
Joseph Champoux, professor in the
UNM Robert 0. Anderson School
of Management, will focus on
personal values and attitudes, on

(4} To strengthen out organizations by involving greater numbers
of students on important issues •

Sen-a.:ie.. tla.me..s Ma.rc.h 2.4-
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G. Gordon Liddy, Abbie Hoffman To Face Off April30

A series of five one-day
workshops for managers and
supervisors is planned during April
by the University of New Mexico
Management Development Center.

!2! To suceed, if not ultimately in restoring ~ducation funding to
prevtous levels, at least to prevent all further recessions for the 82
budget and coming as close as possible to the Reconciliation Act
funding levels for the BJ budget, and in raising the awareness of
Members of Congress and the public on issues of major importance
to students.
Q)

Me~Ico

Five Workshops To Cover Supervisor Responsibilities

Their goals for the spring semester 1982 are:
(1l To greatly increase the number of students informed about
cuts in financial aid and active in opposing them.

....
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These aet.ions will Include regional lobbying days, where the
message delivered by the students on National Student Action Day
will be amplified. Other suggested methods include open hearings
involving Congressmembers, parents, faculty, administrators and
students, as well as letter writing drives, resolutions, petition and
phone-ins.
The battle against the Reagan administration's higher education
cut~ can and will be won if the pressure is kept up. National Student
Action Day was not a passing phenomenon or the end of students
prote~ts. Nati~nal :;tudent Action Day was just the beginning •. For
more 10format1on, mterested persons should contact United States
Student Association at (202) n5-8943, .
Janice Fine, National Chairperson
Unit~ States Studeht Association

The Division of Public
Administration has chosen a new
faculty member for its health
administration field.
Helen Muller will be joining the
staff after completing her Ph.D. at
the University of Southern
California this June.
Muller was one of four finalists

for the position chosen to give an
oral presentation last month.
Her presentation, entitled
"Health Care in an Era of
Retrenchment," concerned her
experiences serving on the Health
and Communtiy Services Council
of Hawaii.
She stressed the need for
alternative management policies in
the health care field because of

Scientific Lectures Planned by Society
Two public talks focusing on the
theme of "Advances in Scientific
Research" will be sponsored this
semester by the University of New
Mexico chapter of Sigma Xi, the
national research honor society.
"From Genetic Engineering to

Clinical Engineering: A Challenge
of Diabetes Research in 1982" will
be given by Dr. R. Philip Eaton,
professor of medicine and chief of
endocrinology at UNM, Thursday
at 3 p.m. in room 303 of the Basic
Medical Sciences Building on
UNM's north campus.

Anthropological
Lectures Planned

"An
Evening
of
Laser
Demonstrations'' will be presented
by Dr. James Small, an associate
professor in the physics and
astronomy department, Monday at
7 p.m. in Regener Lecture Hall.
Both presentations are free.

Early Man, Southwestern
Weaving, Indian Baskets and the
Maya Civilization are topics of the
Spring Lecture series at the
University of New Mexico's
Maxwell Museum of Anthropology
beginning today.
Sponoored by Maxwell Museum
Association, all lectures will be at 8
p.m. in the museum. Admission is
free to association members, $2 to
others.
Speakers, topics and dates are:
Dr. Lewis R. Binford, "Early Man,
Hyenas, Leopards and the African
Heritage," today; Dr. Andrew H.
Whiteford, "Putting Anything
Together ~ Apache and Navajo
Baskets," April 14; Dr. T. Patrick
Culbert, "The Classic Maya
Collapse," April 28 and Kate Peck
Kent, "Origins of Southwestern
Weaving," MayS •
Maxwell Museum is on the west
side of campus at the intersection of
UniversitY Boulevard and Ash
StreetNE.

ENGINEERING
SCHOLARSHIPS

GALLEGOS
ASUNM PRESIDENT

Experience
zs•
the
difference . •

**

smic urges.•
tand8rFor@
CONCEPTIONS
SOUTHWEST

Wave of the

..

•

•
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Student Interest, Representation Objects of SBA Officers

·Covered
'l'lragon

Co~

Robert Burnson

Makers of Handmade
.Indian Jewelry
OLDfOv.{N

(3 doors w.s.tof Your Drug)

4306lomosatWashlngton
265-3846

Newly-elected Student Bar
Association President Bruce Cline.
was certified Tuesday along with
four other law students recently
elected to the law school's student
government,
· Cline, a second-year student, said

Division of Physical Therapy
at the School of Medicine is seeking 30 participants
in a pain threshold study. Subjects will be hospitalized for 24 hours during which time 460 ml of blood
will be collected. Subjects will receive three meals
and fifty dollars for their participation. Call 2775756 for more information.

he wants to move the SBA toward a
more educational emphasis,
continuing a trend started by
olltgoing President Mark Martinez
to reverse the organization's "party
image."
"l want to take it a little further,'' Cline said. "We've got to get

student interest back and get rid of
the old image.''
Cline said he will see that more of
SBA's $5600 budget goes toward
funding for the law-related speaker
and film series started by Martinez.
Also, Cline said, he would like to
see the SBA serve as an advocate
for law St\ldents going before

academic review boards. He said he
wants to open up two meetings a'
semester to all law students.
"Students are going to have
much more representation than
they hac;! in the past," he said.
servec;l

as

Cline, who last year
the first-year law

students's representitive to faculty
meetings, won a run-off election
March II against Leroy Duarte,
Also elected were: Sonia Roth,
first-vice president: Susan Rush,
second-vice president: Leslie
Skinner, secretary and Anne
Thomas, treasurer.

UNM Deaf Exhibit Gives High Sc:hoolers Career Options
Deaf students in Albuquerque
Public Schools will get a practical
look at their options beyond high
school during a Career Day for the
Deaf exhibit at the University of
New Mexico.
On Thursday, from 9:30 to 12:30
p.m., some 100 hearing-impaired
students from throughout the city
will visit with role models from a
myriad of professional fields in the

New Mexico Union Ballroom.
teaching program for hearing"'Career Day' is part of a. high . impaired high school students and
school program for the hearing will coordinate the event through
impaired," said Barbie Lomax, .a the District Diagnostic Center of
teacher at Del Norte High School. APS.
"A number of deaf students are
Lomax said the exhibit also is
about to graduate and they have open to the general public in an
choices to make. We thought we effort to disseminate information
would let them know what's about the hearing impaired and
available."
their potential.
Del Norte conducts the city's
"We hope to give everyone a

basic awareness that deaf people
can be successful in many different
fields," she said.
The exhibit will feature booths
staffed by a graphic artist, administrators, a radio chemist, a
mail clerk, computer programmers,
a dishwasher, interpreters of the
deaf, nurses, teachers and a camera
woman, all hearing impaired.
Businesses and organizations to

be represented include IBM, local
hospitals and banks, Los Alamos
National Laboratories, Sandia
Laboratories, UNM, College of
Santa Fe, the Church of Christ, the
Division
of
Vocational
Rehabilitation and the Regi~try for
Interpreters of the Deaf.
This is the first year for the
exhibit, which is to become an
annual event.

Jessica Terapanter. front. and Lora Winters take advantage of the sun Tuesday.

UNM Professor Teaches in China
A University of New Mexico
philosophy professor, Dr, Fred G.
Sturm, is serving as a visiting
professor this semester at the
Shaamti Teachers University in the
People's Republic of China.
Shaanxi Teachers University is
one of the leading national
universities of China administered
by the Ministry of Education is
Beijing. It has a student population
of 5000, with plans for doubling
that number by 1990.

The university includes 10
departments covering the arts and
sciences and four research institutes. Graduates enter the
teaching profession at all levels,
from kindergarten to university.
The university is located in the
city of Xi'an, capital of Shaanxi
Province, which is known as the
cradle of Chinese civilization.
Historically ~alled Chang' an, the
city functioned as the capital of II
dynasties over the course of a
thousand years, from the early
Zhou dynasty through the Tang

dynasty, Forthis reason, the region
is very important for archaeological
work as well as for the study of
Chinese political and cultural
history.
Sturm is lecturing at the
university on the philosophy and
aesthetics of American literature to
students who are about to graduate
and assume positions as professors
of English language and literature.
His wife, Kathy, is also lecturing
on American history and assisting
students in Enelish composition.

Doctoral Candidate in Art Wins Grant

A"r~

'7/Jan

15ags

101-Cornell SE
(Across from UNM)
266-0211

"TOP QUALITY FASHION
AT
ENJOYABLE PRICES"
From INDIA:
lOO% \yrat; Skirts ........................................... $7.99
Kurt.t Tops ............................................ 5. 99
~Iaya Tops ............................................ 6. 99
O
Lurex Tops . , ..... , ............................ , ....... 8. 99
Lace Tops ............................................ 12.99
Smok Tops .. , ..... , ...... , ........................... 13.99
T
T Krinkle Tops .......................................... 19.95
Sundr(•sst•s ........................................... 15.99
0
IIMI'N- Silk Scarves ........ , ... , .................. 4.99 & 6.99
N I()O'N- Silk Kurta Tops ................................... 12.99

A doctoral candidate .in the
University of New Mexico
Department of Art, has been
named. as the 1982-83 recipient of
the Samuel H. Kress Foundation
grant for pre-doctoral research and
travel.
The recipient, Eva Elliff, of
Riverside, Calif. said she will utilize
the $5000 grant for "a stylistic and
iconographic study of Nuestra
Sel)ora de Ocotlan and a group of
related
late
18th
century .•. churches .in Tlaxcala
(Mexico), My research will focus on
the relationship between Ocotlan
and these small village churches,
their chronology, on tracing the
influences of altarpieces ... as
well as investigating graphic sources
for the iconography."
She said her investigation of

graphic sources for the iconography
will entail research in libraries,
"especially libraries With Fran·
ciscan materials from the 18th
century/'
The basilica at Ocotlan .is located
on a hill overlooking the city of
Tlaxcala, some 70 miles east of
Mexico City, and was described by
the noted art historian Marco Dorta
as "perhaps the most beautiful
creation of Spanish American
architecture."
The Kress Foundation Award is
granted annually to students
enrolled in the disciplines of art
history, arcbaelogy and other areas
which support those disciplines.
Grants are made to students in art
history departments of 25
universities which offer a doctoral
degree in art history.

c

ALSO:
Sutton Place Jeans ......... , ......... , ................. 14.99
Paris II Jeans .... , .................................... 19.95
Calvin Klein Jeans , .. , , . , .... , .................. , ..... , 3.5.00
Fashion Jop;ging Suits . , ............................. , .. 19.95
Short Sets ................. , ........................... 8. 99
Short Sleeve Knit Tops .................................. 7.99

AND MORE AT
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$1.00 Off
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any purchase with coupon
101 Cornell SE (across from UNM)
extlircs 3-31-82
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I
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Minority Coalition
Endorsement Meeting
Today 12:()0pm
Room 231, C,D ,E Sub
Black Student Union
Estudientes Por La Culture
Kiva Club ..
Movimento Estudientil
Chicano de Atzlan (MECHA)
National Chicano Health
Organization (NCHO)
Women Studies

Burnout, Alternative Careers Workshops Being Offered
"Coping Effectively with
Burnout" and ''Developing Career
Alternatives" are two workshops
being offered to help individuals
who overcome frustration in their
jobs or want to consider alternatives to their present careers.
The
one-day
workshops,
sponsored
by
the
UNM
Management Development Center,
will be presented March 30 and 31,
respectively, at the Sheraton Old
Town Inn, 800 Rio Grande Blvd.
NW, from 8:30a.m. to 5 p.m.
The burnout workshop will cover
such topics as symptoms of burnout, measuring indiv)dual personality type and level of burnout

and personal organizational
prevention measures.
The career alternatives workshop
will cover developing career interests and strategies, tools and
techniques of the job search,
developing career resources, in·

dividuals and organizations and
designing
personalized
action
plans.
"This workshop is for all
professionals who wish to examine
their career alternatives,
for
whatever reason," said Center

Director John F. Warner. "Par- is $125 or $235 for both. This
ticipants need not be in a mangerial covers all program materials,
position. Persons responsible for lunches and refreshments.
implementing career development
To enroll in the workshops,
programs may also want to at- contact
the
Management
tend."
Development Center through the
The fee to attend one workshop . UNM School of Management.

WIPP Forum
To Be Held
In UNM SUB
Yessir, Taco Villa. We serve it mild. But you can add our spicy red sauce or hot, hot green
sauce and make it as wild as you wantl

A public forum on the pros and
cons of the proposed Waste
Isolation Pilot Project near
Carlsbad will be held April 6 at
noon in the Student Union
Building's South Ballroom.
Sponsored by Las Lomas
Campus Ministries, a coalition of
Lutheran Campus Ministry, United
Campus Ministries and the Aquinas
Newman Center, the forum will
feature discussion by two scientists
and will be moderated by Dr. Mark
Rutledge, director of United
Campus Ministries.

TACO VILLA
INTRAMURAL
ATHLETE OF
THE WEEK!
Katrina Montano

Don
Hancock,
information
coordinator for the Southwest
Research and Information Center,
and David Williams, a member of
the technical staff at Sandia
Laboratories, will be the principal
speakers.
Hancock has been involved in
waste management issues for the
last six years, serving as a consultant to federal and state
government planning commissions
on radioactive waste and as a
witness at congressional hearings.
Williams, a nuclear chemist and
physicist, will speak as a
representative of Americans for
Rational Energy Alternatives. He
has extensive experience in nuclear
research and has conducted safety
analyses of radioisotope powered
generators intended for use in
outerspace.
More information about the
forum is available from Rutledge,
1801 Las Lomas Rd. NB, on the
UNM campus.

Madam Jammers
5'5'' and under basket ball

WINNERS WILL RECEIVE: ONE .MILD OR WILD T-SHIRT, ONE LOBO MASCOT DRINK CUP,
CHOICE OF FIESTA PAC OR DINNER PAC, A FREE BREAKFAST BURRITO CARD AND A RED
SAUCER OR GREEN SAUCER!

r-------------------------------THE SHAMELESS STUDENT BRIBE: I

1

Agenda

A FREE order of Nachos 1
with any purchase.
_________________________________
JI

12:00-1:00 Senate candidates speak
1 :00·1 :30 Presidential candidates speak
1 :30·2:00 ASUNM Constitutional amendments
2:00•3:00 Mihority Coalition meeting

I

!

l----------·-·-·--------J

I

.

.

.. '

.

.

.

. Coupon expires 3-30-82

I
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Anne Grinyer
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You May Have To Quit
Graduate School!!!
The Reagan Administration has proposed ending all Guaranteed Student Loans
(GSL.s) for graduate students eHoctive neKI fell (1982). That's right, If you ar~ tn
midstream with your mastem or doctoral program, you Will be Impacted- even If you a;e
not currently receiving a GSL
The proposed cuts In the GSL program Will displace some 700,000 grad students
nationwide (Wall Street Journal, February 22, 1982); at UNM, estimates suggest. that
over 1100 grad students will be Impacted directly: many rnore will be aHected lndlreetly.

What Might Happen If These
Proposals Pass Congress?
e First of all, the 773 .grad studems on NMSL.s and the 400-<Jdd students on GSLs will

loSe some $4 milliOn In educational ald. In addition, many more grad s•udents wilf be
impacted by proposed cuts In National Direct Student Loans (NDSL). Some will be
forced to postpone their studies, others will decrease their credit-hour load, and sllll
others will be torceclo drop out Indefinitely.
• Seeondty, students presenUy receiving feliowhslps, research assistantships, and
teaching assistantships may lose lhelr poslflono as competition for those slots In·
creases. Ills conceivable that only a few of many equally capable and lalenled students
will have access to an education.
• Third, as grod students respond to this situation by decreasing their credit-hour load,
full-time equivalents (FTEs) will drop. Since universities and colleges In New Moxico
receive funding according toFTE levels, these lnstltutiona will be forced to make up lha
resultant shortlall In revenues by raising tuition even more. Voila', a greater decline In
enrollment and lha cycle goes on.
• Foorth, education wilt become an etrte lristitullon. accessible to only the very wealthy
(many middle-class families depend on GSL.s to help provide an oducatlon for family
members), The restlH will be lhat many segrmnts of society will go unrepresented In
higher education, government, and business.
• Follh, the nation as a whole will experience a loss of opportunity, a decline tn
COI1tributtons to basic research and knowledge, diminishing gains In productivity and
economic growlll ala c:ruclal Ume in our coontry's history, and a lesser ability by this
country's industry to compete in highly-technological world markets.
• While there are many reasons to oppose reductions in student financial aid, there is,
In affect. one short-term, short·stghlod reason 10 support these cuts: balancing lhe
budget. Though a balanced budget has been a reallly onty a handful of practically
several yearn away,lha current administration has tergetod a meaningful end Important
pnlgram for cuts.

Robert Greeley has been called
"a long di:;tance poet." Through a
career which has spanned four
decades, three marriages and
dozens of cross-country/across-theborder moves, Greeley has
established himself as a leading
American poet and yearly adds to
his over 30 books of poetry, ficton,
essays and letters.
Born in 1926 in Massachusetts,
Greeley has made homes in France,
India, Burma, Guatamala, Canada
and lived 20 years in New Mexico
before moving to Buffalo, N.Y.,
several years ago. Greeley started
college at Harvard and finished
three and a half years before the
"constant, restless moving" which he said still characterizes his
life - began. After years on the
road, he returned intermittently to
academia to finish his education.
He went to Black Mountain college
in North Carolina and later to
UNM. where he earned a. masters
degree and taught 10 years in the
English department.
While qt
Black Mountain, he became a
friend and student of the poet
Charles Olson.
Already an established poet
renowned for his minimalist poetry,
Greeley became associated with the
Beat poets in the SOs and at the
suggestion of Allen Ginsberg began
experimenting with improvisational
journal writing.
Currently, Greeley is on a leave
ofabsensefrom the State Univerity
of New York in Buffalo where he
teaches in the creative writing
program.
Greeley has been in Albuquerque
this week writing program notes for
a traveling exhibit of the works of
several local attist$. TuesdaY 11ight
he gave a lecture/reading at UNM
focu$/ng on his mixed-media
collaborations with artist$ Marisol,
Larry Bell, A.B. Kitha, Robert
Indiana and Jim Dine. I reached
him at the house of some fr~'ends
where he is staying while here.

then, I was fascinated by reading
and writing, though I really thought
at that point that I'd be · a
veterinarian. I had grown up in a
rural circumstance and I thought it
would be a powerful av.d terrific
thing to do, But then, when it came
time to choose what college to go to
- 1 had applied to three- two had
active veterinary departments and
the other was Harvard. And when it
came time to make a decision, I
took Harvard.
RM: Were you a good student?
CREELEY: Not remarkable. 1 was
spotty. I was sort of up and down. I
did very well in some things and
very indifferently in others. 1 went
literally from 0 to A.
RM: Do you think an academic

cqreer is important fora writer?
CREELEY: I think the "peerisy" a
writer has during his or her life is
certainly important. For example,
my classmates in college were
people like John Hawke~- who I
happened to know well then Ellison Lurie and Kenneth Coke
and John Ashbury. I knew Willie
Gadis who wrote The Recognition;
I don't know how else in the world I
would have made these contacts not just contacts as a social advantage. These were people who
took writing as seriously as I
did .. , If I were to go to college
now, I think I would probably not
take English. But I think I'd major
in history or something I wouldn't
be able to manage by myself language or linguistics for example
something that requires an
intensive specialized knowledge
that you can't get on the street.
RM: Why did you choose to write

mostly poetry rather than novels or
short stories?

CREELE'Y: Since my so-called
"informational field" has to do
with feelings, and all the range and
tone of what it feels like to be
human, novels gave me almost too
wide a focus. Thinking in terms of
photography, the novel was the
classic wide-angle lens and I wanted
intense closely focused up front
field.
RM: When you were 20, did you RMi Is it a different temperament

already think of yourself as a thatproduces poetry?
CREELE'Y: Pound, for example,
writer?
CREELEY: Ya. I had a lot of defines peetry as language charged
to the highest degree. Words can be
most intensified in the situation of
poetry - and that's what most
interests me: how much intensity
one can gain with words.
RM: Had you started writing a long RM: How should young writers

trepidation ... or I wondered if I
'could- not just make it -but I
wondered if I was being presumptuous. But I certainly thought of
myselfas a writer.

time before that?

find their genre?

CREELEY: No. I started writing Jn
school before I went to college. I
did the usual, e.g. I helped start a
newspaper at the school I went to,
and then I was active on the so
called "literary magazine" - but

CREELEY: My first advice would
be to accommodate and demand
for yourself as much room in
reading as possible. And then, if
and as something attracts you in
reading, try it out - really work

What You Do Will Be Noticed: What
We All Do Together Will Make A Difference. Act Now. Contact:
p

GSA Financial Aid Retention Campaign (9 AM • 2 PM)
GSA Office, (New Mexico Union, north baaement)
Phone 277·3803

Ray Abeyta

with it until you can actually do as
the masters did.
RM: Through the years, how have

"A vant~Garde" rlfm Portraits
Part! and II is the title given to two

you kept your writing alive?
CREELE'Y: I think Pound put it
through when he said you cannot
have literature without curiousily. I
am no sentimentalist, but I am very
interested in the world I live in, I
mean, right now I don't think o.ne
reaches a so-called plateau at 30 or
40. It's as interesting, frankly, to be
old as it is to be young. It was (poet
Robert) Duncan years ago that told
me that around 50 one began to feel
a kind of redefinition of physical
body - not only gray hair, but
one's body once again becomes a
very viable and interesting event
much as the body in adolescence,

nights of independent films being
shown tonight and Thursday at the
SUB theatre. The first night of
films features the work of filmmaker Jerome Hili who's SO-minute
film, "Film Portr;~it," I take it is
the inspiration for the title of this
series. Portrait is described ·as a
collage mix of animation and still
photography, The last films of
Hill's to be shown this side of the
Rio Grande were presented when
filmmaker. Stan Brakhage did a
lecture at the SUB theatre, I never
saw them, but I have it from good
sources that they were, "like, really
good,"
Asi~e from H_ill's film tonight,
the ftlm committee will present
three short works by Roberta
Friedman, Grahame Weinbren and
Vincent Grenier.
Thursday's schedule will feature
none other than the infamous
Mekas Bros., maybe you know
them from their film portrait of two
of Jackie-O's eccentric New Englisn
aunts •. Well they're not featuring
that film, but they are bringing
"Reminiscences of a Journey to
Lithuania." Now the Mekas
brothers, there's two of them, had
been living in the U.S. for 25 years
when they decided to return to the

RM! How has your association with

visual artists affected your writing?
CREELE'Y:
They
freshen
everything, They don't have to pay
the dues on literary habit or history
or all those cumulating incremental
habits that 1 think at times can bog
writing down. Their transformation
and experience of the common
world is a lovely other dimension of
what writing can also express. It's a
way of seeing the world in another
perspective.
RM: What is your advice to people

who want to learn to write?
CREELE'Y: Don't do il unless you
really have to. If they're not really
committed to it, I think it would
just cause them a lot of bother ..
Given that they're really blessed or
stuck with it, I think, go for broke.
Just get hold of everything that
could possibly help get through it,
don't fear influence and just read
for those moments of real information.

mother country for a visit, Being
t~e ~vid film. artist they are, they
.dtdn t leave home without a cnange
of underwear and some extra rolls
of film. The result is 82 minutes of
"the present viewed through the
memories of a displaced person.''
. To spice things up a little, the
film committee will also feature
some shorts by Bruce Bailie (the
guy who did "Castro Street':) and
Tom Leeser.
Well, I don't know too much
about most of these filmmakers or
their work, in fact I know absolutely nothing about some of
them, however most or what I
know comes from things I've read
and things I've heard from other
people. The thing about the underground theatre in the SUB is
that without it, what little I know
about these artists would never get
out of the word-of-mouth stage,
Exposure is the key word here, at
under two bucks, if you've never
heard of a film, you can't lose too
badly if you take a chance on it. 1J
can go either way, right? Either you
li_ke i\ or you don't, Going to any
ftlm ts always a gamble, l mean
who listens to critics anyway. When
you go to a film, it's just von and
~our wallet looking to hav~ a good
ttme. You see something in the
mo~ie section of the newspaper, or
a fnend tells you about this hot new
film in town, you gel your interest

Eddie Harris Plays Tamarind
For Two Shows,Thi~ Weekend

up and go -'- that's it.
Personally, I'm a sucker for art
films, ever since I saw my first
Bruce Conner film, I've been
hooked. In all honesty I can't say
I've never been disappointed by
some of what I've seen, most of
which couldn't compare with my
aunt Ruby's unedited footage of
her trip to Juarez. But, let me tell
you, there's a lot of good filmmakers out there and I like what
I'm seeing.
Aside from an· occasional left
field screening at the Guild or Don
Pancho's, The film committee is
the only group with a commercial
theatre willing to risk showing some
of toe only art film to be shown in
this town. I realize the other
cinemas mentioned aren't fortunate
enough to be student funded,
however our choices are limited,
and the SUB theatre is the best deal
in town,
So, maybe you've never heard of
Roberta Friedman or the Mekas
brothers or Grahame Weinbren,
but these folks are alive and well
and making films somewhere out
there. Life in the Duke City isn't
alway so bad, we may miss out on a
lot of tqings out here in the high
desert, but the channels for exchange are open. Besides I've
always wanted to see a Mekas
brothers film, it's either that or

.,.1
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As a student In nursing you are eligible to apply lor a
unique p~fes•lonal opportunity as an Air Force Nurse.

Private Lessons.

Make the transition from new graduate to a competent
practitioner thru' the Air Force's 5 month Internship.

---can I go If I

Where
wanl
information on job placement?
Career Services, Mesa Vista Hall
2131, x2531.
Where can I go If I want
information on veteran services?
Veteran Services Office, Mesa Vista
Hall2122, X 3514.

Contact your Air Force Nurse Representative for more In·
formation an the opportunities available.

EXPERIENCE THE WORLD OF AIR FORCE NURSING.
Robert Devora, TSgl. USAF
USAF Medical Recruiter
Base Hospital
Kirtland AFB, NM 87117
Call Collect (505) 844-3803

,=---~--------•i'
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CULTURAL PROGRAM COMMITTEE
THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS UNM

ClrHr PlannfnK and Planmrnc- Career Fair for
rioMCchnical m:~jors, today rrom 9 a. in. ro3 p.m. in
the SUB Ballroom.
Prt'.Udrfilta_l- Sdlofan ClUb - Speclal meeting- to
endor.sc ASUNM candidate! today at 7 (l.m. For
inrormatiDn eall277-j280,
AModadon of lu:countlna Studrnl! -

POpejoy Ball

Free lh-

comi:'_iax asdstance tor torms 1040 and JQ40.A In the
Parish Llbtat}', Monday ...... 2 to S p,rn., Tuesday- 2
l!i 7 p.m., ThUrsday- 8 a.m. tCt 4_p.m., 'Friday- 9
a.m. to S p.m. and Saturday - 12 io 3 p.m. untl1
Aprill:5.
Natloillol Chic.tttu llralth -ora•nlllilon -

Bi·

PRESENT

montblymeeting1 p.m. today at ISIS Roma N.E.
Coalllloli. for ltum1n Rlahb In t:..tln Amerkt-

Aclion on El Salvadortciday.
Eet.imenical Sef\·lce. Immaculate Conception
Church-6:30p.m. •
Marth from c::hurch to Old Town -1:30 p.m.
Rally in Old Town Plaza--8:30p.m.
Iii Ltlra.• Vlni - Las- Lelru J)tesenta el joven
novellsta Me.dcanoj dustavo Sainz. mien:oles el24 de
Marzo a ras I:ZOO hora! en el Ortega Hall Launge. El
.senor Sainz: leera .selecclonts de su novela incdita y
habia liempo para conversadon. Venga a disfrutar
una hora de creatividad con nosotros.

You haven't really Uved until
you've seen it live!
i .

llonor Socltty in Jfs)tluiloiY Colloquium on the: 11Aft Of Li~tcning" by Dr. Jean

Newman Chatlton. today at 7 j:l.m. in room 130
the Psychology btiildins.

or

Studtnl! for Sllf"lul- Speakers Anne Orinyef

Daily Lobo Editor
Selection Dates Set
The UNM Student Publications Board is now ~t•ek
ing applicants for 1982-83 Dailv /,obo editor.
• Applications .:re now available in the Student
Publication Business Office, Mai'J'Oh Hall, Rocm1 131.
• Applications must be retun~ed hy 12 noon. Wednesday, March 31 to the Student Publit-ations
Business Office, Mat•ron Hall, Room 131.
• The UNM Student Publications Board will meet to
interview the candidates noon Saturday. April 3,
place to be announced.
• The 1982"83 Editor will be selected Friday, April
9, time and place to be announced.
• The new Editor and staff will assume their posi·
tions Monday, April 19, 1982 with 12 issues of
publication remaining this semester.

CCNO) and Enricp Chiavacc:i (Pay Christlllaifa) will
speak on the European Anti-Nudcar Movements
Thuuday :tt noon in room 231CEoftheSUB,
NMPIRG - Dtc:.yde _ Awareness Oay Today.
gvcnls will featUie c.dtibils by local bikt! shops and
live music, all o_t_ this utkcs· place itoin II a.m. to 2.
p,rtt. On the UNM Mail.
Spun ..... Meeting Thursday 1116:30 p.m. In toom
2SO·C at the SUB.

and
pictures

Ray Abeyta and David Clemmer
When a recording artist comes to
town we usually receive a press
packet stuffed with all kinds of
information,
reviews,
photos,
disc?graJlhies, praise, etc. Well,
Eddte Harris is no exception. The
promo shots show a smiling
amiable looking fellow in a white
suit standing in front of a winterwonderland backdrop. Turn the
page and the information within
tells Yon that the man in the white
suit has over 50 albums to his name,
holds the U.S. patent for the reed
trumpet, invented the Eddie Harris
attachment for the saxajlhone,
recorded the first jazz single ever to
seii
over
one
million
copies • , • and on and on.
Needless to say the man has had an
impressive career.
After breaking into the scene in
1961, Eddie becatne an innovator in
the creative use of electronics in
Jazz, His trumpet and tenor sax

I

playing has been etched into vinyl
with such notables as Les McCann,
Stevie Win wood and Jeff Beck,
Harrison is a unique stylist, a
master musician and technician that
comes 1vith a sense nf humor,
(checkout "That's Why You're
Overweight"). On his most recent
album, "Playin' With Myself,"
Harris plays all of the instruments.

The Broadway Musical

Special To UNM Students

This weekend Harris will be
playin' for us at the liroadway Jazz
Club. The concert will also feature
local talent - John Griffin, Pete
Atnahl and Sherman Rubin.

Tuesday, April20- 8:15PM- 'h Price. $10 $9 $7
Wednesday, April 21- 3:00PM· Balcony Only'. $7, $5,50
LIMIT 2 PER l.D.
.
Hurry! Offer Expires March 27- Hurry!

All of this kicks off around 9
p.m. at the afore. mentioned club de
jazz, otherwise knowtl in the
daylight hours as the Tamarind
Restaurant in the Galleria,
downtown. Harris Will perform two
shows in two nights, Friday and
Saturday. Tickets are. $4 for
members and $6for regular folks.

Telephone 277-3121
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~ day, March27,1982at 11amin Room230, SUB. Below is the ~
~ propbsed agenda for that meeting:
~

N•llon•l

What Can You Do To Help?
A lol. The Gradu&ta Student Association (GSA) Is spearheading a statewide drive to
let our congressional delegation know that financial assistance for higher education
must slay Intact.
The GSA hao~preparad Sample IsHam and pelitlons (which are circulating thrOugh
your department office nght now -sign one), In addition, the GSA olflce will have a
WATS line open for graduate students lo calllheir elected representatives offices In
Washington, D.C. In addition, information and Instructions are available when you make
your call.
vou can help by:
1) Vciuntoerlng time for this effort;
2) Sending tenem lo Senators Oomenicl and Sthmitt and ReJI<esentatives Lujan
and Skeen;
3) Coming by the GSA office between the houm of 9 a.m. and 2 p.m. and calling
yout congresspaople and other key committee membem In Congress:
4) Signing a GSA pet~ion: and
5) By urging friends and relatives (anywhere in the U.s.) to contact their alectod
tepresentatives In Washington.

Film P~rtraits: Image of Exposure

Words With a Long Distance Poet

Enrico Chiavacci

Oil
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Sports
Lobo Moundmen· Win 3 in Turquoise Tourney
Sieve King
The soap opera continues at the
University of New Mexico be,seball
camp and the plot is thickening.
The conti!JUing saga is geting a
little harder to understandand the
Characters are getting harder to
figure out every day.
There have been many ups and
downs for Lobo .coach Vince
Cappelli's squad, and last week was
r.o exception.
During last week's rollercoaster
week the Lobos kept their .500
record intact with some topsy-turvy
baseball. One game the Lobos
would get good pitching, however,
their bats would be silent, The next
game would be a cmnplete reversal
and the next would be played like
there was no tomorrow with every
thing falling into place.

Catcher Barry Brunenkant' s record to 3-2.
first and third innings, Hale is now
hitting and good pitching from Jim
A home run. by designated hitter 3-0 on the season.
Sharpe, Keil Biggins, Pave Andy Trujeque ~nd a pair of triples
Steinberg and reliever Dean Duane by center fielder Tom Francis
In Tuesday's action Dave
were the rew bright spots for UNM. ignited the UNM rally, First Steinberg upped his record to 4-0
as the Lobos downed the Toledo
"We
played
inconsistent I:Jaseml\n Mark Biren blasted a University Rockets 9.3.
rocket
over
the
center
field
fence
baseball," Cappelli said. "W~ just
with two men aboard to ice the
didn't get the key hits or the key
Steinberg's four-hitter and a
victory for the Lqbos.
outs when we needed them." '
four-run barrage in the fifth inning
Reliever D;m Hale kept his
"We're going to have to play record clean with a stellar relief sent the Rockets back to their hotel
better before too long or we might performance against Bradley in the empty handed,
be in for one or those years," second game.
"We've played better this week,
Cappelli said.
but
I know that we can play a lot
The Lobos came back from a 6-3
However, the Lobos looked like
better,"
Cappelli said. "We have
with three runs in the'fourth
a new team in the Turquoise deficit,
and a pair in the fifth to gain the gotten some good pitching and the
Tournament that began Monday
win. Bob Gemignani, Larry hits are coming slowly. If we kill the
and includes four teams alang with Harrison and Rick Ronquillo had mental mistakes, we will be ready to
the Lobos.
contend for the WAC title."
triples to help the Lobo cause.
The Lobos opened with a 15-4
The Lobos will take a 16-13
win over Southern IllinoisTrujeque also had a solo home record into today' s action,
Edwardsville, and then beat run in the second inning for the I 5The Lobos will face Southwest
Bradley, 9-6. A 10-run first inning 13 Lobos. Hale came in for Craig Missouri State and the University
gave winning pitcher Mark Beeson J enjcs in the third inning after the of Iowa at the Sports Stadium. The
all the support he needed to up his southpaw gave up three runs in the tournament runs through Saturday.

Make the most of your good looks
with
BAUSCH & LOMB
soft contact lenses
Eyeglass wearers ... tuh:e yout'

eyes out of hiding. Feel confident
ugui·n. Let ·your natural_ beauty

shine through, You'll love the way
Bausch & Lomb soft contact lenses
g-ive you u whole new look on lire.
And they're wutcr·drop soft and
people wear Bausch &
Lomb soft contact lenses than all

other brands of soft contact lenses
combined!

CONTACT LENS FITTING FEES:
$2IO- Soft Spherical Contact LENS (Polymacon)•
$275- Soft 'l'oric Contact Lens for Astigmatism (Bulfilcon)*
$350- Soft Extended Wear (Bulfilcon)*

*Complete Price Includes:
Visual Analysis • Glaucoma Testing • Fitting and Dispensing of
Contact Lcrts •.Initial Chemical Care Regime
• Patient Care and Follow-up Care of Contact Lens • Sales~Tja~x~~

:
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DR. ROBERT H. QUICK
DR. DWIGHT THIBODEAUX

'M.,.-

Optometrists

High in Tallahasee, Fla., where he
was all-area and all-city. Turrall
played in the Florida North-South
All Star game. He was also an allstate second team member and
rushed for 1200 yards during the
1981-82 season. Turrall played
tailback and. defensive end.

I
'

1020-A Eubank NE • 298,2020 • open Tuesday • Saturday 9 · 5

Thursday,
March25.
•

'lS

Semester At Sea Day
atUNM
Exciting information on how you can gain a full semester credit, while you sail around the world.
Look for the Semester at Sea booth in the Student Union 1oam-3pm, and come to a free movie in the
International Center, 2808 Las Lomas NEat 7pm. All Thursday, March 25th.

There is a $5 entry fee, with the
first 250 entrants receiving free t·
shirts. A spokesman in the intramurals office said participants
can also sign up the day of the race,
but will have to pay $1 more.
The proceeds from the race will
be donated to the Ronald
McDonald H:ouse fund.
Interested participants can
register at the 1ntramurals office
until 5 p.m. Friday. The office is
located in Johnson Gym room 230.
participants can also register by
/nail.
Ribbons will be awarded to the
first three places in each age
category. In addition, door prizes
and other awards will be handed
out.
continued on p11gefr
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Workshop Held
"Stress Management" will be the
topic of a "Wellness Workshop"
today conducted by the University
of New Mexico Student liealth
Center, as part of March National
Nutrition Month.
Harry Johns, a counselor in
mental health at the center, will talk
at 7:30 p.m. in the center's second
floor conference room, about the
effects of stress on the body and the
techniques of conscious relaxation
used to offset that stress.

Career Fair Set

..

she said. "We
High Noo11
Town the last
month for a
and l!Jnch

Awards, recognition, announcements and information
sharing are also part of the
club's monthly luncheons. More
information about the club is
available from Wilson at the
intramurals office, room Z30 of
Johnson GymnasiUJOO.

NOW you can buy
at Wholesale Prices-·
No Gimmicks

STEREO & VIDEO
Call 884·3336
ask for Sam

National Chicano Health
Organization
welcomes all pre-health. students to
out bi-monthly meeting, this
Wednesday, Mar. 24, 7:00 p.m. at
1815 Roma NE
(for more information call
266·3417 after 7:00p.m.)

Pen and pad in hand, a young autogr11ph hound S9Brches
for subjects Monday in Old Town. John Janes qf the
Atlanta Fafcqns, in town fqr the NFL players cqnventiqn,
fqqms behind.

Enjoy the fJre.~tige and benefits

§ uraa11:_ate Student Association

~

~

~

Applications for
§ GSA Presidency 1982-83

~

Available at the GSA Office (SUB Basement)
Completed applications for candidacy
'
must be in the GSA Office
~
by 2 p.m. March 25.
~~-.__.__~~<.Q»~~

Next Tnne, Ask For
An Authentic Gennan Beer.

A career fair for non-technical
majors, hosted by the UNM Career
Planning and Placement Center, is
set today in the SUB Ballroom from
9a.m. to3 p.m.
AboUt 35 t:.epresented firms wilt
talk with students.

of a membershiJJ.

THE LOBO
TENNIS CLUB
The Player's Tennis Club
One of the most modern and pleasant tennis fncilities in the
Southwest, at the most affotdable rates available.
-

llRAND NEW CLUBHOUSE & PRO SHOI'

-

LAYKOLD COUUTS
SPECIAL ACTlVJTIES & TOURNAMENTS
TOTAL MiiMIIERSHIP LIMITED TO 600
GUEST PRlVILEGtS
PJIOFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION AVAILABLE
HOST CLUB ··oR TilE I982 WAC TENNIS CHAMPIONSHIPS
llOME OF TilE tlNM TENNIS TEAMS

~ UGllTED CENTER COURT

The .IJoarcl of Directors has nutliorizcd u 1imitcclnun1bcr of mcmbc1;ships for
lhc Albuqucr(IHC coinmunfty.

No-Interest fC!rrilS tlvnilniJlc ol'i lriititiliott rccs.

Come to the Lobo Tcilnis Cluh HI 1710 ttnivet·sity Blvd.
(net"<Jss ft"<llll the Pit)
call 242-2697 ami find out ahout the special low initiation fees for llNM
students, faculty, slnfl' and alumni.
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"This is a great way ~o meet
other runners and joggers as well
as learn more about this popular

aerobic activity,"
meet at the
restaurant .in Old
Tuesday of each
guest speaker
together."

~-~~<Q><Q><.Q>..q>~-1

Feel Nutrific
Fun Run Set

The three-mile run will begin at
10:30 a.m. and start at the UNM
North Golf Course. The rate will
end at the service road west of the
golf course. Check irt time is 9:45
a.m.

Beth Wilson, an intrarnurals
division assistant coordinator,
said the High Noon Jogging
Club is open to all UNM
studenh, staff and faculty,

cqntinued frqm page 10
Wyllette Senter, a registered
dietician at the UNM Student
Health Center, said some of the ·
prizes include a free hydrostatic
underwater body-fat determination
at the Southwest Sportsmedicine
Center, several half-hour massages
from the Supreme Court Racket
Club and
three one-hour
racquetball lessons given by New
Mexico state racquetball champion
Gary Mazaroff at Tom Young's
Athletic Club and Spa.

Osborne was a first team allcoQference selection from Cook .
Couniy High School where he led
his team in fumbles caused and
fumbles recovered. He was also in
Burns is a 6-3, 248-pound of- on 55 tackles and was a three-year
fensive tackle from Fort Worth, starter.
Texas. He was first team all-mid
Brunson, a defensive lineman
city and second team all-district.
Morrison says that Burns has good from Partama City, Florida, was an
The Albuquerque District
speed and has good blocking all-conference and aU-city pick.
Dietietic
Association with the help
He also played basketball and
technique ..
averaged in double figures in both of the University of New Mexico
Intramurals department will
Turrall is from Amos P. Godby points and rebounds.
sponsor the first annual "Feel
Nutrific Fun Run" on Sunday,
March 28. The run is being held in
conjunction
with
National
Nutrition Month.

The four signees brings to 28 the
number of recruits the Lobos have
signed, leaving Morrison two more
scholarships to offer.

Noon.time runners can join a
club sponsored by the University
of New Mexico intramurals
division that provides organized
fun runs and a luncheon
program once a month.

-Run---

Olivas said she became interested in powerlifling when she
was competing in track. A
former discus thrower, Olivas
said she had to lift weights then,
and continued to lift.
Olivas said she has received
much encouragement from
other weightlifters woo use
UNM's weight room where she
works out.

Morrison feels that Turrall can
vie for a starting nod at tailback if
he works hard.

Joggers Run for Lunch

An open house for senior citizens
will be held at the Southwest
Sportsmedicine Center, 5635
Kircher NE, on Thursday March
25.
Dr. Douglas Crist, an exercise
physiologist, will speak on
"Important Tips on Physical
Fitness and Aging," which will be
followed by a tour of the recentlyopened facility.
Marcia Russell, spokeswoman
for Southwest Sportsmedicine, said
they are focusing on fitness for
senior citizens with hopes of
developing fitness programs for
senior citizens, such as exercise
cle.sses, nutritional counseling and
making senior citizens aware of the
facility.
Crist's talk will begin at 10 a.m.
and is free and open to the public.

Heather Olivas, a University
of New Mexico sophomore
majoring in biology, captured
fo!.Jrth place in the National
Collegiate
Powerlifting
Championships, held March 1920 in Huntington, W.Va.
Olivas lifted a total of 77 S
pounds to take fourth place in
the 148-pound weight class. She
lifted 285 pounds in the squat,
160 pounds in the bench and
deadlifted 330 pounds.
Olivas qualified for the
national competition by winning
the Rocky Mountain Championship in Denver when she
lifted 725 pounds.
Another UNM student, Vicki
Steenrod, recently placed first in
the 114-pound weight class at
the
Women's
National
Powerlifting Championships.
Steenrod will be competing in
the
World
Powerlifting
Championships for women in
England in May.

"We were very fortunate to get
Osborne, a 5-10, 250-pound nose
these guys," Morrison said. "They
tackle
from Newport, Tennessee is
are all good student athletes and
Morrison's third signee.
should help us real soon."

Mol'l~

,

Four new football players have
signed letters of intent to play at the
University of New Mexico. The
names Vince Burns, Willie Turrall,
Felix Osborne and Terrence
Brunson may be making some
headlines before too long ..•
Head coach Joe Morrison was
very pleased with the signings.

comfortable, tov! Call for yvur fit.
ling UllJlointment today.

Student 4th
Nationally in
Powerlifting

Morrison Inks Four Recruits
Steve King

SW Sports Center
Has Fitness Talk,
Tour for Seniors

.
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teachers, especially needed. Yolir college destee or
tWP year~ full tl01e wt;>r){ experiepee required. Call
UNM's Peace Corp Recruiter al277-2961.
3126
~OBSI STUDJ;:NT PA.RT and full time jobs
available. Guaranteed. Skilled and Unskilled. Call
today. Sun Jobs Inc, 262,17$2.
3126
JOBS! PARTIME NOW, fulltime summer, $640
monthly. Phone lOam to 12 noon only. 292·7679.
3/29
TYPIST, CLERICAL PQSITION, Part·time, af·
ternoons, M·F. Good handwriting required, Five
minutes from UNM •.256-1121,
3/24
WORKoSTUDl' STUDENTS free anytime l>etween
10 n.m. and 4 p.m. apply N.M, Union Food Service
Office.
3/26,
APPLICATIONS ARE NOW !Jeiog ll\ken for
positions at the Girl Scout Summer Camp in the
Jemez Mountains. Needed are: Nurse, riding staff,
counselors, handymen and kichen aides. Call 243·
9581 for more information.
4/6.

7. Travel
BACK FROM SPRING Break and yearning .to go
again? Say it here.
tfn

Laba Classifieds

8. Mhicellaneous
20%0n' BOOKS, records; baskets, etc. with this ad
through April 10. Birdsong. 106GirardSE.
4/9
WHITEWATt:R ~A.FTING ON RioOrande and Rio
Cltama byWildwater. Raftittg Experiences, 266·9721,
4/S

Da the Trick
,----~-----------------------------------------------,----------~
rcnwls. MARC'S Guiwr Center, 143 llarvard

L Personals
nNK~T SEI.t:CTION OF
gull! w~ddmg ICts. Charlie

61JIJJ.

265·331~.

unique and traditional
Romero Jcwel<rs', Z93·
511

VAI.~MMMllfMMMMMWWAAAAAAAAAI

t.on;, Kc\111.

3124
nnt:AM Tm:HAI'\': Lcnrn to use your
llream' for ICII·undcmanlllng, personal growJh and
.rcati>ity. ()roup stam April 6. $10 per session, JO
•mion~. 144-)390 (9-Sl or296-233Z.
3/30
At'('t 111A'H: INt'QIIMATION AIIOUT conlr:!<:cpliun, •tcrili1alion. abortion. Right to Choose.
2'.14-0171.
tfn
I'IU;<;NANC'Y Tt:STING & COUNSELING, Phone
247-9819.
tfn
CONTACTS·POLISJIING, SOI.UTIONS Casey
Oplicnl Company on Lomas just west or Washington.
tfn
WE BOT DISTRIDUTORS. Prescription eyeglass
frames. Greenwich Village (Lennon Styles), gold
rimless. SS4.SO (regular $65.00), Pay Less Opticians,
5007 Menaul N. E., aero$S from LaDelles.
tfn
ONI.Y $2.~5. TWO fnrrn-ftesh esss,two homemad(
chemical free sausage patties, two slices of toast, free
green chili. Open 7 n.m. Morning Glory Ca(e. Corner
tfn
of Girard, Central and Monte Vista 268·7040.
$5 BUYS D~:ST TIP of the week. Dally Lobo will pay
SS for the best news tip we receive every week.
Sour<es cnn remain confidenthll, but Editor must
have your name to pay Winner. 211·5656, ask for
Newsroom.
lfn
CIIINt:SE DUf'FIIT•. Cllf'.API All you can cat,
Lunch $3.45, Supper $4.50, Sunday Brunch $3.45.
Jao-Jao's Place, 5000 Central Ave. SE.
tfn
I'ASSPORT PIIOTOS, LOWiiST pri~esl Pleasant
pictures! f23 Wellesley SE corner Silver. Please call
first. 265·1323.
tfn
Tilt; n;LEMESSAGE IS back! I I For information
oo wllats happening. on campus everyday and during
the Weekend call <JUt recorded message at 217·5243.
We. will record a message about events sponsored by
student organizations and campus groups. Just call
Student Aclivitlcs one day in advance at 271-4706 if
you want a message recorded.
4/2
IJNM . CHAPARRALS TRYOUTS! ! Pick up
applications in Student Activities Office Room 106 of
the New Mexico Student Union Duildlng,
Applications due April 8, orientation meeting April
12, Clinic begins April 13, and tryouts Aprill7, Call
277·4706 for further information.
4/8
f'lt:.STA, FIESTA, Flf:STA. This years fiC$ta will be
the finest ever. April 22·25 Upper Johnson field;
:rood, music ron. sun and more for everyone and
every culture, ReserveyoorboQth now. Don't be late.
Cali 277-5528 or277·2328.
3/26
BF..5TA T·SIIIRTS HAVE arrived. Only 100
available (or I982 fiesta. Get yours now for $6.00, c·
for S6.SO during the fiestas. Color! white on black.
Plea!e help support your fiestas, "The celebration in
every language " Call277-2Ji8 or 211·5528 (or more
3/26
information.
KNAPTON fOR PRESIDENT A candidate
dcdkated to making positive change$ in ASUNM.
l!~panding Student services, eiiminating wasteful
spending, hiring policy based on merit. Vote March
31 foraNewASUNM.
_.
3/26
SK\'1)1\'JNG IS GHEAT! Find out more at c:lub
meeting Wednesday March 24 8:00 p.m. 2nd floor
sun.
3124
YOl' MAY tiA vr. to quit school. ACT now. Call or
Write your congressmen. GSA Financial Aid
Retci1llon Campaign.
3/24
STL'UE:o<TS ANU f'AMII.U:S who will be impacted
by cUI\ in financial aid,. please callOSA, 271·3il03.
3124
:'llf:w f'OR SPR'ING. large selection of colorful short
'm only $8.99. Short slc~ve tops$5.99, colton Kurta
tr.p$ SS.99, Indian wr~p skirl5 onlySS.99 with this ad,
at More than Uags, 101 Cornell S.E. across from
UNM.
:\129
Mlr>NIGIIT MOON··I believe we can reach the
lilort>ing's light cause yoit help me to forget todny's
)lain. Dream W~:avcr.
3/24
WOMt~N'S

tfn
TYI'INfi IDM S~:t.f:CTRIC 255·3337,
3131
TYI'ING • t'AST • ACCURATE • Reasonable,
('amueTrnnscrlptioll, 247-2583.
3/26
TI'I'ING·I'ROH:SSIONAJ, QUAI.ITV pronto at
Kinko/Promo; TI.C at no extra charge. We will edit,
KIP, 2312 Central SE, across Central from Popejoy
Hill
~
A·I1YI'ISTS·TEI!M pnper~, rcsumcs299·8970,
3/31
PROH:.~SIONAL
TYI'ING.
REASONABLE.
ExtcnliVe secretarial e~pcrlcnce. IDM Selectric Ul.
299-6256 or299·2676.
417
QUAI.I'IY TYPING, 1,01\fAS·Tramway Area, 299·
l3SS.

411

TYPING:
E;<(PERit:NCED,
Rt:ASONABLE,
competent. Using correctable ~electric· 15 type styles.
2.96.6299.
3/30
PROFESSIONAl. TYPING BY English MAeditor.
Vast experience with dissertations, papers. Editing
available. 266·9550.
4/12
PROFESSIONAL TYPING DV English MAl editor.
Vast experience with dissertations, papers. Editing
available, 266-9550.
4112
TUTORING IN FRENCJI native speaker. Call 883·
8t29. References.
~/26
ACCURATETYPING883·9625 evenings.
3/26
TYPING PROJ'ESSIQNA'L QUALITY, Typeright.
265·5203.
't
4/2
24 tfOURTVPING. Call881•0628 after6pm, Jean.
4/16

4. Housing
lfiGif STREET APARTMENTS, Starting at SISS,
US deposit, mellow living. 242-6030,881·9004. 3/30.
liOUSEMATE-GRAD STUDENT. North valley 3·
bedroom home. o/o acre, trte~. 5141.67 per month
plus s.s. deposit •. ¥J utilities. C::aU a.m. or p.m.
Pamela or Bobbo. 345·9453.
3/30.
SMALL, PRETTY, ONE-btdroom housr. 219'\'a
Cedar St. NE. Call alter 10 a.m. 242-0652. Nur
UNM.
~/25
TilE CITADEL-SUPEitB location ncar UNM and
downtown. nus service every 30 minutes. 1 bedroom
or e!ficlcHcy, from $220. AU utilities paid . .Deluxe
kitchen With dlsltwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Aduit
couples, no pets.IS20 University NE. 243·2494. tfn
FOR RENT: EffiCif.NCV apartment, 1410 Oirard
N.E., $185/mo,. all utilities paid, $100 security
deposit. Fully furniShcd•securitY locks and laundry
facilities. No children or pets. Please call before 6:00
in the evening, 266-8392.
tfn
FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY Apartment, SJ20; I
bedroom, SJ50. Swimmiug Pool, beautiful ~iew of
golf course. Close to UNM and TYJ, 1313 Wellesley
S.E. 256.7748.
3/31
IIAI.F BLOCK VNM deluxe one bedroom twin or
double Si3S includes utilities. Varsity House, 141
Columbia, 268·0525.
415
SMART SRJDENT SPECIAL! Clean modern I DR,
SJ49; 2DR, $179. "SchOlarships'' available. 206
Mescalero N\V,255·2221,34S-4150.
3/24
ONE BR FURNISIIED, utilities paid . S2l S.
Unfurnished, Sl70. t2t8 Copper NE, 7900 Bell SE,
842·6170.
3/24
IIOUSEMATF; WANTED, Mtt•, 3 DR,. 2 BA,
Washer, dryer,. pool,. fenced yard, AC,. big kitchen,
good study . environment. S13:! plus V. utilities,
Carlisle and Grand, Olen, 265-382$.
3/24
~OOMMATE: SUARf: 3 bdrm, 2 bath house in'
Sun$ct Heights (SE), $140/lllo. plus !1i utilities. 2660485,271-2505, Oavd.
3125
u;VERAGE YOUR .RENT Into a spacious four
bedroom house. If you are a graduate student looking
for more than a place to hang your coat call265•0835
cveningsMd weekends. $1 SO plus utllitiC$,
:1125
UUU.DER'S PROBLt:M, YOU gain brand new 2·
bedroom 1000 square fool house, single garage on

2. Lost & Found

GUITAR LESSONS, INStltUl'tU:NTS, repairs and

SPRING WEDDING
SPECIAL
$50.00 plus film and processing
Lei Pacer PhotographiC save your memories
m ptc!ures. Call for del11!1s

821·6178

t& yet:Jts 1n phniQ.rtranhv

Amhurst S.E. Call Bob at Best Uullt Homes for more
information 888-4128.
3!26
lfOUSE .DOWNTOWN SILVEH street. Two
bedroo01 $325.247-8647,
3/24
A SI'ACt: AGE $t75.00 House. Ulks to UNM,
Privatelyfenccd, Sun Rentals. 262-1751.
3126
APTS & IIOUSt:S available. $80.00 and up. Kids,
pets no problem. Call Sun Rentals. 262·1751.
3/26
Et'FICU:Ncl' AND ONE bedroom apartments. $145
and $165. Utilities paid except electricity. No pets or
children, 1410 Central Ave, SE, Apt. 14 Manager.
3129

DF.,o\UTIFUI., LARGE NE HEIGIITS home in
foothills needs two roommates. 277·6317, Craig.
3/31
ONE BLOCK t•RoM campus; one bedroom adobe
wltlt fireplace, $250 plus D.O. and utilities; 293-5602.
3/29
A Df'.AL, GET Sl75 furnlslted 3 rooms and bath,
very clean in downtown area, 255-3265.
3/29
•·I!EE I)TIUTJES, QUIET attractive efficiency
furnished, 5195/mo. Cozy, good neighborhood, near
UNM/shopplng and park. 255·3265.
3/29
ATTRACTIVE ONE .BEDROOM apartment near
Candelaria/Carfisle. Clean, carpeted, fireplace, dish·
washer, patio. Lease nexible. $100 plus utilities. 268·
4488, 293-8777.
3/29
FEllfALE ROOMMATE FOR partially furnished
two-bedroom apartment. Ridgecrest area. $125 per
month utilities paid. Nadine, 268·8172. Evenings.
3/30

COLEMAN CANOE, IS foot with motor rno~nt.
S32S.OO, Call298-2l34.
3/30.
1976 KZ400 KAWASAKI -low miles, excellent
condition. Like new. S90Q, Evenings and weekends
242·3002.
3126
BIKE CARRIER. OUTDOOR equipment. Portable
·
3/26.
stereo. 268.0658.
PEUGEOT 12 SPEEDS, 23 inch, 4 months use. $170.
268·6947 aftcr7:00 p.m.
3/lO.
MOTORCYCLE 1978 MOTOGVZZI IOOOSP, 7000
miles excellent condition. Weekdays 277'3757,
evenings and weekends 294•5631.
3/26
1980 VW RABBIT, low mileage, air conditioning,
amfm radio, 4 door hatchback. 884-8322.
4/2
1981 KAWASAKI 440LTD perfect condition. Free
shield 51400.00 883-4074.
3/26
56 CIIEVY 4 door $100.00 complete or will part out.
Call aftet7:00 p.m. 873-0372.
3/26
LEVI'S LEVI'S Sl UO Men's and .Ladles overalls
$13.99, Lady-Foxy drresses SIS.99, Dlouses form
S3.50, Painter's Jeans $9.99, Sassoon Designer's
$19.99. Many-mote items at equally low price$.
California Fashion Outlet 2324 Central SE corner
Centtai/Cornell~66.6872.
3/26
1980 l'AllfAIIA xsaso GS Special only 7000 miles
shaft, luggage rack,. show room sharpe. $2300. 884·
9598.
3/26
P01TERS WIIEEL ELECTRIC or foot worked.
Oood condition $250.00 ;..;5•6152. after 5:30. 3126
HONDA MINIBIKE 3000
S301l or best offer, 294·811!.1.

Photo Supplies
Photo Finishing
DIIICount Prices

UNM Photo
Cine/Service
9-4:30 •1820 Las Lomas NE • 2n-5743
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SPRIN,•SUMMER CLfJTIItS 1 SJIDRTS
3/IJf. CENfttAL 1 SE
Z5S•IJJJO

ID •.6 :.JIJ/*011-FRI
10 •f. .SAT

1980 lf()NUA CM400E motorcycle with luggage
rack, sl$sy bar, engine guard. $1100,292-2325. 3/29
TRAK WAXI,ESS CR.OSS countrY skis, used twice.
$100, new•• $50. 898-4455.
3!29

6. Employment

9. Las N oticias
SAY YOUR NOTICES here.
tfn
TtU: STUDENT VETEREN'; Association will hold
their mcefing for tlte month of March on 3-30·82 In
lite Child CareCo·opat7:oo p.m., Mesa Vista Hall,
3/30.

t:ARN $20·$30 RAISI"'G funds for ACORN thl$
Saturday, Call 247·9792 from 9:00·3:00.
3/26
PEACE CORPS IS looking for lndlvidunls to serve in
developing countries. R.N.'s and Math·Sciencc

r-------~~~-------·
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Special

1

I
I

1 two slices of cheese pizza & I
small soft drink 1.40
I
1
1
with coupon, today only
I
1
127 Harvard S.E.
1
.,l'~!:,_S.;2~~r!!,- - - .J

I.---

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

5. ForSale

ON CAMPUS

I.OST: WOMAN'S GOI.ll colort'd link bracelet nur
J Ohli.IOI1 RYIIl and field. ()f Rrtal sentimental vlllue
Call Nanc)· iU 277-2036, da)s. Reward.
3124
CLAIM YOUR LOSt possessions at Campus Pollee
8:00a.m. to4:00 p.m. dalfy..
tfn

3. Services

s. E.

HAVING TROUBLE FINDING nel\' music? Replay
Records entry tlte latest selections and exccssories, (t·
shirts, badges, etc,), 435 Guadalupe No.6, Santa fc.
31.29
VISA • MASTERCARDS ISSUED quickly! No
credit eheckl Guaranteed! Free details, Send selfaddressed, stamped envelope: Creditline Box 334AY. Rye, NH 03870.
3/26
Tt;A.CIIER·PHINCJPAL WANTS to house sit or
exchange J»ne-July 1982. Excellent references 662.
7692, evenings 672·38S I, afternoons only.
3/26

4

256·1121
256·0000

ARMY-NAVY GOODS
504 VALE SE

ACROSS

51 Vision
53 Threesome
1 Cripple
55 Sweet5 Big cats
56 Cane
10 Peepers
61 Iranian coin
14 English
62 Initiative
queen
64Serf
1 5 - - costs 65Appliance
16WIId
66 Once more
17 Container
67Sample
19 Eight: Pref.
68 Bushed
20 Dynamo part 69 Food
21 In What way?
22 Pronoun
DOWN
23Viz:
2words
1 Planet
25 Tool set
2 Dill herb
26 Dagger part
3 Peru native
30 Negative
4Satisfy
31 Earnings
5Ciient
34 More
6 Lizard genus
competent
7 Latheman:
36 Lasso
2words
38 Married
8 DistribUte
39 Italian artist:
9 Derby winner
Full name
Seattle~
42 Grain spike
10Amatl:lry
43 Quebec area 11 Boater:
44 Standing
2words
45 Conveyed
121tallan family
47 Slippery- 13 Carriage
49 Epochs
18 Container
50 Performed
24 Remarks

MONDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

25 Rascal
26 Pulled
27Grompyas
28 Tampa
natives
29 Sawbuck
31Give-Whirl
32 Holy City
33 Redacts
35Stormed
37 An Astalre
40 Sprinted

41 Old Sod:
Abbr.
46 Color
48 Disfigured
51 Tooth: Pref.
52 Diagram
53 Allowance
54 Ascension
55 Nuisance
57 Trolley
58 Fork feature
59 On the briny
60 Salamander
63 Sunset

